New Celebrity Couple Chris
Evans and Lily Collins Step
Out for Romantic Dinner Date
By Meranda Yslas
There is a new celebrity couple in town! As told
by UsMagazine.com, actress Lily Collins and actor Chris Evans
are sparking a new celebrity romance. The two were seen
leaving a restaurant together earlier this week in smiles
after enjoying a dinner together. These two celebs met in
February at a Vanity Fair Oscar party when the relationship
began to kindle. Who knows, maybe this new Hollywood
relationship will turn out to be a celebrity love story.

Celebrity couple or not, going
public with your new partner is a
big deal. How do you know when
you’re ready to go public with a
new relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Stepping out to the streets hand in hand with your new partner
is a big step; it is officially declaring the relationship.
Although it’s not like being in a celebrity couple where you
are bombarded with paparazzi, it can still be a little scary.
Here are some sure signs you are ready to declare your
relationship and love in public:
1. You aren’t thinking about your ex: If your nervous about

running into a past fling while holding hands with your
current beau, then maybe you aren’t ready to make your
relationship public. You shouldn’t be thinking about any old
relationships when you’re starting a new one.
Related Link: Are Zac Efron and Lily Collins A Perfect Pair?
2. You’re excited to share the news: It is usually a clear
indicator that you’re ready to make you’re relationship
official if you can’t wait to spread the good news. If you’re
excited to tell your best friends all about your new
relationship, odds are you wont mind if other people know your
new status as well.
Related Link: Chris Evans Returns in the Sequel ‘Captain
America: The Winter Soldier’
3. You want to show your partner how much you care: If you’re
looking for a new and big way to show your new mate how much
they mean to you, then you’re ready to tell the world about
your relationship. Making your relationship official in the
public let’s your love know how important they are to you.
How did you know you were ready to make your relationship and
love public? Share below!

